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Jack Ryan has only just moved back into the Oval Office when he is faced with a new international

threat. An aborted coup in the People's Republic of China has left President Wei Zhen Lin with no

choice but to agree with the expansionist policies of General Su Ke Quiang. They have declared the

South China Sea a protectorate and are planning an invasion of Taiwan. The Ryan administration is

determined to thwart Chinaâ€™s ambitions, but the stakes are dangerously high as a new breed of

powerful Chinese anti-ship missiles endanger the US Navy's plans to protect the island. Meanwhile,

Chinese cyber warfare experts have launched a devastating attack on American infrastructure. It's a

new combat arena, but itâ€™s every bit as deadly as any that has gone before. Jack Ryan, Jr. and

his colleagues at the Campus may be just the wild card that his father needs to stack the deck.

There's just one problem: someone knows about the off-the-books intelligence agency and

threatens to blow their cover sky high.
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In his latest novel, Tom Clancy pairs up with Mark Greany to produce Threat Vector, another great

installment in his techno-thriller series. Late last year these two authors released Locked On, based

upon the continuing adventures of Jack Ryan Senior and Junior. The Ryans are back again in a

new, high stakes cyber war, with the fate of the world in the balance. After an action packed

beginning, the younger Ryan and his secret agency go to war against Chinese hackers, who are

bent on destruction. I read this book through in one day, interrupted only by my job. Although I had

planned to save it for an upcoming plane trip, I couldn't stop reading. It is that good. I cooled on



Clancy for years, but this one has brought me back to fan status again.I fell in love with Tom

Clancy's writing with The Hunt for Red October, a book that kept millions of us on the edge of our

seats. In the 1980's his books were unique for their combination of fast paced action, solid

characters, geopolitical intrigue and amazingly realistic details about tech and weapons, all brought

together in exciting adventures. Unfortunately, his novels haven't always been excellent, especially

when he began working with co-writers. I feel a little disappointed whenever I see his name sharing

the front cover with someone else. None of his co-written books have been as good as the original

Clancy works, with the exception of his second novel, Red Storm Rising (co-written with Larry

Bond).Clancy's writing has been criticized because his characters lack depth. They make clear cut

decisions that are either good or bad, and the storylines portray an unapologetic American

patriotism that has gone out of style in some quarters.

Tom Clancy is again ahead of the curve in not only giving us a detailed plausible security threat, but

also explaining it so we can understand it. You can completely visualize this happening.I am an

extremely fast reader, but I took my time with this one, about 20 hours spread over 5 days. I needed

that long to take everything in and overall I really enjoyed this book. I have missed Sr., he is what

got me into this series, and it is hard switching over to Jr. or at least it was.Jr is maturing and

becoming smarter. I was 16 when I started reading with Patriot Games and then I read every single

book. I became disenfranchised when we got Red Rabbit in 02. Then we got Jr and Dom and it took

me awhile to warm up to them, they seemed to young and naive. Now the new had rubbed off and

they are good agents. The action was fairly non stop in this, there was something going all the time.I

loved being walked through the cyber element as I am interested in it, but don't know a ton. It was

well laid out so you could follow it. I also liked the way all the story lines intersected.This is a good

book and I am looking forward to the next one. I will re-read this, but it is not a FAVORITE of the

series. My go to TC books that I re-read all the time are: Patriot Games, Sum of All Fears, Debt of

Honor and Executive Orders and Rainbow Six.Based on the way the characters are developing I

think the next one could be a 5 plus star. The last few books have been more plot driven and this

one was to a large extent, but there was also some good character development, which are the

books I prefer. I hope as Jack Jr gets older his character will be more developed and he will be

more interesting.
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